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/ Second pert (Dynamics)

Q.5 @) The car in the Fig. moves in a
straight line such that for a short
time its velocity is defined by

u = o.9t2 - o.6t mls, where f is in
seconds. Determine its position,
acceleration and the
t rave ledwhenl=3s.
When t=A,  s  =0.

total distance

(B) A two-stage rocket is fired
vertically from rest at s = 0 with an
acceleration as shown. After 30 sec
the first stage A burns out and the
second stage B ignites. Plot the u-t
and s-f graphs which describe the
motion of the stages for 0 < t*16!l

i0[ lI-'r!s]

4(syf)

a =0.O1tz

(C) Determine the tension ($lD developed

in the cords (cJt-+-yt C) attached to each block

GtiS dS Le-.r dl'-lD and the accelerations of the

blocks. Neglect 1cJ-ai)the mass of the pulleys

(d.,lJStJD and cords.

Note that: There are two cords and each

cord has a tension force different from the

other cord. i?lu *t!t}

(D) A smooth (AI) 2-ke collar (lt) C, shown in
the Figure, is attached to a spring (clli) having
a stiffness h = 3 N/m and an unstretched length
of 0.75 m. If the collar is released from rest ( '''ill^i

O-lS^Jl g^ ailJl) at A,
Determine at the positiony = 1 m:

J=1 mr lc  cr . - l l l . .9 l1-dS+Ji

i) The collar's acceleration (iLJtil+').
ii) The normal force (!."r'lti-eill) of the

the collar.
rod on
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Q.6 (A) The man at A wishes to throw ('r*l)

two darts (rt*-.r; at the target at B so
that they arrive at the same time(d IJ^-l
,.,i;lt ,_*ii). If each dart (g_:) is thrown
with a speed of 10 m/s, determine the
angles 0" and 0o at which they should

be thrown and the time be$veen each
throw. Note that the first dart must be
thrown at gc(t 0o) , then the second

dart is thrown at 0o .

(B) At the instant shown in the Fig. cars A

and B are traveling with speeds of 18 m/s
and 12 mls, respectively. Also at this

instant, A has a decrease in spee d of' 2 m/sz,
and B has an increase in speed of 3 m/sz.
Determine the velocity and acceleration of
B with resPect to A' 

Lo[*,'friGJ

(C) At the instant shown, the water

sprinkler is rotating (circular path)

with an angular sPeed Q = 3 rad/s and

an angular acceleration A = s rod/s'- If

tlne nozzle lies in the vertical plane and
water is flowing through it at a

constant rate of 3 m/s, determine the

magnitudes of the velocitY and

acceleration of a water particle as it

exits the open end, r = 0.2 m.
mgqrGI

With our best wishes

Dr. Bilal AIi Maher
Assistant Professor Dr. Islam M. Eldesolay
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